Important Dates:

TERM 3
July
Monday 29th
School Council
Meeting 4pm
Tue 30 Football carnival—Bendigo
-Somers camp begins

August
Wed 7th Somers students return
Wed 21st to Friday
23rd
Grade 3/4 Camp—
Swan Hill
Monday 26th
School Council
Meeting 4pm

September
Monday 16th to
Friday 20th
Swimming Program
Friday 20th
End of Term 3

Dear Parents and carers
Welcome back to term 3 and hope you had some quality time spent with your family
over the mid semester break. We have another month or so of winter weather to deal
with until that smell of spring begins to descend upon us. We finish this term with our 5
day swimming program, and we have been fortunate to secure funding through the
Sporting Schools Grants, which offsets most of the cost of tuition and travel.
We wish our Somers campers all the best next week as they embark on an adventure
packed 9 days until they return to school on the following Thursday. We have Julian,
Niamh, Kane and Wilkie attending and I’m sure that they are going to get a lot out of the
camp and life long memories to take with them.
Speaking of camps we have our Grade 3 and 4 camp to Swan Hill and it is fast approaching! That involves a train trip to stay at the camp next to the Pioneer Settlement, which
will form the base for most of the activities. More details and notes will follow.
Last week our students attended the documentary ‘2040’ and it formed a large part of
class discussion and work. The film skipped backwards and forwards from 2040 to 2019
and looked at all of the positive technology and scientific solutions to many of the environmental issues we face. I hope you enjoy reading some of their responses to the film
in this newsletter. It was also timely that the Castlemaine Library are seeking student
letters to put into their time capsule while renovating the new library and we are currently working on them now.
Lots to look forward to this term and keep your eye on the calendar for updated information and events as they come to hand.
Brendan

TERM 4
October
Monday 7th Start
term 4
Monday 28th to
Wednesday 30th
Grade 5/6 Camp—
Anglesea

November
December
Friday 20th End of
School year.

Some of our local wildlife in our school grounds recently!

@ElphinstonePS - follow us on Instagram!

Castlemaine Secondary College Excursion

The grade 5 and 6 students went to Castlemaine Secondary College and learn to test for a base, acid and
Iron
In the science class it was fun because we had to test the MYSTERY SOLUTION to find out what the
MYSTERY SOLUTION was made out of. Some of the mystery solution had a base (that’s dark blue) or it
might have iron in it (that’s white) or acid (that’s orange).
My favourite out of all was the Bunsen burner when we had to test for strontium. That’s when a liquid is
put over a flame and if the flame turns bright red it identifies the liquid as strontium. By Riley grade 5

2040—What will it
be like?
My favourite part was the micro solar grid because
it's a really good way to get energy. Because if you
need energy you can buy it and if your not using it
you can sell it to other people in places where disasters have recently struck. The thing I want to see in
2040 is more people recycling and putting food
scraps in the compost. I also would like to see all
types of plastic being able to be recycled. -Nathan

The part that I liked best was when they showed us how big car parks can get. You could fit a lot of gardens probably fifteen big gardens and twenty little ones. All the american car parks combined to one could
fit three San Francisco cities. Crazy isn't it? the transport will either be electric or driverless cars I hope
that they keep the electric cars so then we can still go 4w4ing with actually driving yourself. –Seth
My favourite part was the Transport (driverless) cars. The reason I liked the transport, was because I really think that transport and electric driverless cars will play a big part in the future of transport. With the driverless cars, it basically says what it is actually means; the car has no driver.
What I want to see when I am 31, is lots of hi-speed trains all over Australia, and electric cars EVERYWHERE. I want girls all over Earth to have the same education.
“One child, one teacher, one book, one pen can change the world.” - Malala Yousafzai. She was talking
about girls’ education. I put the Malala quote because girls/women will play a massive part in the role of
putting Damon Gameau’s vision of 2040 into reality.
I think that everyone that wants to stop deforestation, should use the search engine, Ecosia, because everytime you search something on it, the people at Ecosia will plant a tree. –Leo
What I liked most about 2040 was the marine permaculture. It was a rack of recycled plastic with seaweed
growing from it. The seaweed grows half a meter a day, reduces acidity in the ocean and could be a substitute for grain and food. The weight of the seaweed pushes the rack so the tops only just touch the surface. I would like to see in 2040 more young women going to school and getting educated like the men do
in some countries. Another thing I liked was the micro grids and how they can share the power with one
another because of small orange boxes called solar boxes. The solar boxes connect to their solar panels
and when someone wants power you can either share your power or sell it. I liked the idea of turning massive, abandoned car parks into gardens and park spaces. - Miranda

The thing that amazed me in the film 2040 was the solar grid in Bangladesh and why I am happy that the
government is not having total control over the energy and it being controlled by the people and this will be
a new kind of hope for the safety of the environment and if we have this or over the world and when natural disasters strike people without power can get the power from the next neighood and the money will stay
in the economy.
When I’m 33 I really want the markets to be ethical and let the countries become independent and won’t
rely on poorer countries to do the work. -Riley

My favorite part was the seaweed when the guy got in the water and looked at the seaweed. The brown
seaweed was cool because the guy took it out of the water and ate. They’re looking at growing the food in
the sea because they are wrecking the farm land. –Kane

One of the things that amazed me was seeing the driverless car. I would be scared if I was in the car.
The reason I liked the driverless cars was because I think they would be good to be used in the future for
sharing cars. And that the film told us that some peoples cars just sit around and do nothing The favourite thing about the day was proballey that in the movie kept on switching to the 2040 then to 2019 seeing
the difference of the times. And there was a different actor for the girl in 2040 and 2019. The thing that I
would like to see when I am 31 years old I hope that my child will have a good life as well as a clean environment. Fianna
One of the most amazing things in 2040 is how people are already changing the world right now for more
generations to come. But what amazed me most was the marine permaculture and how they have discovered how to do permaculture in the sea. Did you know that there is a certain type of Kelp called Brown
Kelp that will grow at least half a meter a day! I also learnt how many things Kelp and Seaweed can be
used for and how many creatures it can be a home for!
What I want the world to look like when I’m 33 is a much more greener and healthier future with more girls
and women getting a full education and helping our future and next generation thrive! - Wilkie

One of the things that captured my attention was the solar powered micro grids in Bangladesh. I really
liked the idea of a community where you can share, buy and sell energy because it connects everyone.
They said that before the micro grids they had no electricity and if they waited for the Government to do
something, they would be waiting for a rather long time. Other great things about the micro grids are: they
cost less than actual power lines and they are uniting people and creating small communities where people can share and sell when they go on holiday or are away on a business trip. One problem is the solar
powered micro grids are illegal in some countries, because the Government wants people to buy the electricity they produced, instead of electricity that the people have ‘control’ over. My favourite part was the
glimpses into a green and good 2040 with all the amazing advanced technology and all the plants! Everyone was on bikes or in shared transport. When I am 33 I would like to see hoverboards because that
would be really cool. -Niamh

I liked the micro grid because its you can buy and sell power so if you go away for a few days you can sell
or share and when you don't have enough you can buy more. I want to see teleportation when I’m 33 because teleportation will be very useful, I also want to see Mars colonization.- Julian

2019 Parent Opinion Survey
WE WANT OUR PARENTS TO TELL US WHAT THEY THINK!
Our school is conducting a survey to find out what parents think of our school. The Parent Opinion Survey
is an annual survey offered by the Department of Education and Training that is conducted amongst all
families. It is designed to assist schools in gaining an understanding of parents’ perceptions of school
climate, student behaviour and student engagement. Our school will use the survey results to help inform
and direct future school planning and improvement strategies.
All families will be invited to participate in this year’s survey. All responses to the survey are anonymous.
This year the Parent Opinion Survey will be conducted from
Monday 22rd July to Sunday 11th August.
The survey will be conducted online, only takes 10-15 minutes to complete, and can be accessed at any
convenient time within the fieldwork period on desktop computers, laptops, tablets or smartphones.
An email from the school was sent to families on Tuesday 23rd July with the pin number to access
this survey.
https://www.orima.com.au/parent
The survey results will be reported back to the school at the end of September.
Please speak to Brendan Stewart if you would like more information.

Goldfields soccer carnival at Chewton
Last term we combined with Chewton Primary to play in the Goldfields Soccer Carnival against other Castlemaine and district Primary Schools. We thanks the Goldfields Soccer Club for hosting the day and we
look forward to continuing the tournament in the future. Our school was represented by Fianna, Miranda,
and Riley.

PHOTO GALLERY

Uniform
We still have some items of
non-compulsory uniforms for sale in
various sizes.
Skorts
$14
Shorts
$15
Cargo Pants $18
Dress
$15
Please see Ebony or Tracey (Tuesday only)
to purchase above stock.

If you would like to order other uniform please fill in order form below:

ELPHINSTONE PRIMARY SCHOOL
UNIFORM ORDERS
NAME: _______________________________________________

Date:

/

/

PHONE: ____________________________
Office Use

Product

4

6

8

Short Sleeve Polo Shirt

Price Per
Item
$21.00

Long Sleeve Polo Shirt

$26.50

Polar Fleece Jumper

$30.00
Small

10

12

14Y

16Y

Medium

Sun Hat

Payment is required with order
Elphinstone Primary School
BSB: 313 140
Account Number: 120 787 81
Ref: “Name” uniform
We require payment before collection.
Thankyou

ORDER TOTAL $

$15.00

Quantity
Total

Total
Price

Supplied

To
Order

Continuing on from last term, one by one, we will present our students narratives, which were completed as part
of a writing unit in literacy. Here is a story called Kora written by Miranda, grade 4.

KORA

I entered the forest as the starting horn blew. Three warriors in full armour burst out
of the bushes next to me. The idea of the game was to get every warrior on your side. In
whole, there were about 50 warriors, all trained for war. Everyone had a blue or red
armband on their wrist. To transfer someone to your team, you had to cut off their
armband and replace it with another of your colour. The armband gets assigned randomly, so there was little chance that I would be with Kora or that I would find out who
I was with till the end of the game. I had a blue armband on. Kora moved her horse
through the bushes in front of me, or rather, the bushes moved for her and her horse.
Kora always looks like she could jump into a fight. She wears black pants, red and
black boots and loves riding and training horses. She has a peculiar power that no one
else has. She can speak and even calm the most wild of horses and talk to trees into
moving out of her way. Like usual, she had her two silver dogs next to her, Aever and
Hinr. The horse she was riding on was a dark brown, great camouflage for this sort of
forest. She promptly drew her sword and cut the armband off. As it was falling, I noticed that it was red. I gave her a blue band and she put it on. She pulled me up on her
horse and together we rode into the forest.
I rode back into the forest after a tiring day of searching. I had been searching for five
days, without luck, trying to find Kora. As I walked to the house, I thought about tomorrow, and how far I would have to go to find Kora. I would leave this valley and not
return till I found her. As I entered the house I heard voices speaking in the door next
to me. I silently put my ear next to the door and listened. “She will need her power for
tomorrow”, said a voice I recognised as Chloe, the head of the camp. I assumed they
were talking about me. “Does she need someone to go with her,'' said a voice I didn’t
know. “No, she will be better working on her own”. I had heard enough. Silently, I
crept back down the hall.
That night I slept fitfully. I dreamed of fertile forests turning into dust and barren
wastelands. My dream changed and turned into a woman saying, “This is what will
happen if you don’t save her in time. She is stuck in a dreamless sleep and only you can
fix her”. A smell of decay filled the air and everything turned to dust. When I woke up I
was shivery and cold. I was soaked in sweat and somehow knew that I should get going
before everyone else wakes up. I wrote a note and quietly left. “You might need this before you leave”. The voice jolted me, making me jump. I turned around. Chloe stood
there, holding out a bag that looked like it had food in it. “Really”, I said to myself. “I
forgot one little thing that happens to be the important thing. I reached out, taking the
bag. “Thankyou” I said quietly. We each knew how dangerous this was. I went down
and saddled my horse, knowing that it might be the last time I would do so. I got on
and rode a few laps of the arena then rode back over to Chloe. Together, we stood and
watched the sun rise casting its first rays across the valley. I thought about how nice it
would be to just stay in this valley forever, not worrying about staying alive every five
minutes. No, I thought furiously. I’ve got to save Kora before the time limit. I told
Chloe my dream and what the woman said and how I’d seen the room turn to dust.

While I was telling her she just looked on. Finally, she said, “the woman you’re describing sounds like Yimaul, who appears in times of danger and crisis”. “I wish you
goodbye and good luck. She pulled something covered in cloth out of her pocket and
handed it to me. “For good luck” she said as I unwrapped it. It was a ring, engraved
with small symbols and protection spells. “Thanks”, I Whispered. We watched the sun
for a few minutes and Chloe said her final goodbye. I turned away and walked my
horse towards the east edge of the camp. The house lights started switching on. I
would have to be fast if i was to get out not being seen. I urged my horse into a canter
and I rode away into the sunrise not looking back.
I had been traveling for a day and still hadn’t seen any sign of Kora. She couldn't
travel that fast, could she, I wondered in my head. “Unless she was carried” a voice at
my side said. “Kora? “I said hopefully. I looked and, to my surprise, a girl, who looked
oddly familiar. She suddenly lurched forward and her body elongated into a fully
grown leopard. “Does that help”, she said. I knew her, Jarra, my sister. I walked my
horse and together we walked for a few hours. During that time I heard a distant howl
and changed my course towards it. After a few hours I heard the howl again. “I don’t
think we should be heading towards the howl” Jarra said. “If we are going to find
Kora we have to, as dangerous as it might be”. We reached the crest of the hill and
looked down to see Aever and Hinr, Kora’s twin dogs. I got off my horse and told it to
go home. It galloped the way we had come. Jarra and I walked down to the dogs. As
soon as we were down there we heard the ground rumbling. We stopped and looked
down just as the earth trembled and collapsed onto itself.
When all the dust and rubble cleared, I looked up and saw that somehow the top of the
room had revealed itself, leaving the floor bare. We were in an earthen cavern, it’s ceiling quite high in the air. The air smelled like dirt and dust. Aever and Hinr, the twin
dogs were sniffing a motionless body on the ground.
Jarra and I hurried over. It was Kora. She was barely
alive. Her body was sinking into the ground as though
it was trying to sap her life force. As we picked her off
the ground a golden ball of flame shot out of the
ground and flew into her body. Her spirit I realised.
He eyes snapped open as a face appeared in the air.
“This is the first of a change of events,'' she said in a
raspy voice. She disappeared in a flash of light. We
found ourselves floating through the roof of the cavern and landing on our feet on the on the top of the
hill we first saw the dogs. The trip back was a blur.
I transformed into a leopard and Kora climbed on
my back and we ran back to the camp. When we got
there I was exhausted as I hadn’t eaten, drunk, or
slept for the past three days. I immediately went to
my room and fell asleep. The next morning I woke up
and told my story to Chloe and then went to check up
on Kora. The doctors had insisted on taking her for
the night in case her spirit hadn’t returned.

